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The Problem

Traditionally today’s METAVERSE virtual environments promise limitless possibilities, but the 
image of choice is an illusion masked by a wide range of predetermined choices. 
Cryptocurrency tokens are designed for specific metaverse roles, lacking platform integration 
for payments, or simply accounting for a too narrow  range of needs.

Virtual environments target specialized audiences. Virtual worlds with quality graphics are 
reserved for co-op video games. Platforms with successful social interactions and shared 
common areas tend to have poor graphics. Environments of any purpose fail to implement 
deeper long-term investment opportunities.

Specialized live events, concerts, and sports are sparse-to-non-existent in today’s METAVERSE 
environments.

Introduction
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The METAVERSE is an often ambiguous term—a placeholder for the future of virtual 
internet experiences. There is a disconnect between peoples hopes and the disparity of 
the vision of large corporations chasing profits.

Alpha seeks to remedy this disconnect with our clear goal of a METAVERSE that will 
keep people engaged as an integral part of their daily lives.

Image render from UNREAL ENGINE 5 game engine. June 
2022. ALPHA THEATER “The Social Business Lifestyle 
Metaverse” Open Theater Park. 



Our Mission

Our mission is to define and build what consumers want in an authentic METAVERSE 
experience. ALPHA CITY will be the standard—a vast alternate world where people share the 
value of time, entertainment, social interaction, and investments that build deep roots in the 
future. We will develop a robust economy around ALPHA COIN and ALPHA CITY, where token 
holders can enjoy everything the platform has to offer, driving ALPHA to become a multi-billion 
dollar cryptocurrency METAVERSE platform.

Overview

ALPHA aims to be the leader of the METAVERSE, with the utility of our 
cryptocurrency token, the developments that facilitate token swaps and 
METAVERSE market integrations.

Alpha is the Solution
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What if a single cryptocurrency developer builds an entire METAVERSE virtual city, complete 
with all of the activities, locations, events, personalized avatars, and items of value, 
transacting on a fully-integrated native token built directly into the ecosystem?

ALPHA is building this very thing: our decentralized, community-owned token, powering our 
income-producing city within the METAVERSE.

Image render from UNREAL ENGINE 5 game engine. 
June 2022.  
ALPHA THEATERS, Closed Theater Arenas.
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ALPHA is focused on becoming a permanent 
METAVERSE community of users. ALPHA CITY will be 
a METAVERSE with infinite possibilities, with 
business meetings, networking, shopping, travel 
by land and air, meta-dating, gambling, live 
pay-per-view sporting events, concerts by famous 
artists, inviting constant activity in its casino, day 
clubs, nightclubs, virtual golf course, and business 
and casual lounges.

ALPHA CITY, powered by an ALPHA COIN economy, 
will become a community ecosystem, from the 
purchase and occupation of real estate to the 
activities that keep members planted and invested 
in a future of meaningful social interactions and 
entertainment.

What is the ALPHA COIN 
Token?

ALPHA COIN passed a full safety and security audit by Certik (CertiK identifies 
vulnerabilities in smart contract code, as well as ways how to fix them).

ALPHA COIN provides anti-bot and anti-dump protection, reflections for holders, and 
special event airdrops.

ALPHA COIN is the native cryptocurrency of the 
entire ALPHA ecosystem. It is simultaneously a 
proprietary utility and governance ERC20 token on 
the Ethereum blockchain, allowing all of the 
interoperable benefits of connecting to the most 
widely-used market for swapping ALPHA COIN 
against other Ethereum-based tokens.

This standard guarantees ALPHA COIN’s 
compatibility and integration with third-party 
wallets, exchanges, and listings.

ALPHA COIN: a Cryptocurren-
cy Token Designed to Power 
an Entire Virtual City

We’re More Than a Token: We’re a Community

The success of a cryptocurrency with utility 
requires standing out among thousands of other 
projects while providing an active incentive for 
transactional and investment opportunities.

Image render from UNREAL ENGINE 5 game engine. 
July 2022.  
ALPHA CITY, Concept Futuristic Building Design, 
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ALPHA COIN will drive all transactional activity for our ALPHA CITY METAVERSE. Residual 
income generated in ALPHA CITY will be re-injected into the ALPHA COIN ecosystem via 
buybacks and marketing opportunities.

It will fuel the ALPHA CITY METAVERSE economy as a decentralized, community-owned token 
for our income-producing city, where it is used to pay for virtual real estate, NFT’s 
(Non-Fungible Tokens), interactive games, live concerts, and events.

How to Buy ALPHA COIN

https://youtu.be/cFPIHYFg2J0

At first, ALPHA COIN has been sold through 
UniSwap, using the MetaMask platform. Soon, 
ALPHA will launch AlphaSwap and EZ Swap 
systems making it even easier for new users to 
purchase ALPHA COIN.

Perfected Tokenomics

Purpose-Built Integration

ALPHA COIN’s tokenomics are framed around a 
fixed supply of 10,000,000,000 tokens minted, 
with 50% of tokens burned, with a current 
supply of 4,990,000,000.

ALPHA COIN’s 11% Tax is structured for 6% 
marketing, 3% liquidity, and 2% reflections.

ALPHA COIN, ticker symbol $ALPHA, is minted 
and released to the public without any presale, 
meaning it is a fair-sale token without any 
private sale before its launch.

ALPHA COIN’s Contract Address:

0x138c2f1123cf3f82e4596d097c118eac6684940b

Image render from UNREAL ENGINE 5 game engine. 
July 2022.  
ALPHA CITY, Concept Futuristic Exterior Art Design, 



ALPHA THEATER

ALPHA THEATER will host up to 300,000 users virtually. Events will feature celebrities, 
artists, music labels, radio stations, professional fighters, influencers, pay-per-view 
live events, e-sports, etc.

The ALPHA CITY Housing Market

ALPHA CITY will be one of the first METAVERSE locations to create virtual replicas of real 
homes under construction in the physical world. ALPHA COIN holders will be able to 
vacation at META-MANSIONS in ALPHA CITY and in the physical world.

ALPHA CITY
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ALPHA CITY Teaser Video:

https://youtu.be/jRDXxc8DOoE

ALPHA CITY is where people come to experience the METAVERSE, with an entire 
economy based on ALPHA COIN, and a city infrastructure where businesses, tenants, 
and event sponsors will be ALPHA COIN holders. People will be able to purchase homes, 
rent or own offices, and vacation in META-MANSIONS.

The metropolitan hub of ALPHA CITY will provide a social business lifestyle with day 
clubs, nightclubs, casinos, ultra-lounges, casual gathering spaces, meta-dating, and a 
constant expansion of social engagements designed to become a permanent extension 
of people’s daily lives.

Image render from UNREAL ENGINE 5 game engine. 
July 2022.  
ALPHA CITY, Lounge Exterior Pool Design, Prototype 



Projected Growth

We aim to grow to a $2 Billion market capitalization (market cap) in Phase 1, and to 
further grow to a $10-20 Billion market cap in Phase 5.

NFT Art and Community Collaborations

ALPHA will collaborate with multiple NFT projects, co-marketing many of these 
characters in ALPHA games.

NFT Based Games

ALPHA COIN holders will use tokens in ALPHA CITY’s NFT games, where they can attempt to 
earn extra coins.

Our first original P2E game will be called “ASTRO: Lost in the METAVERSE,” where players design 
their character to face obstacles and enemies, rewarded in ALPHA COIN’s and NFT assets.

ALPHA NFTs
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NFT sales will be used for buybacks, marketing, and paying our development team. 
ALPHA’s first original NFT project will be ASTRO, a total of 10,000 unique NFT’s released 
at the launch of ALPHA CITY.

* Projections are based on metrics of market leaders and do not reflect the certainty of future gains.

Image render from UNREAL ENGINE 5 game engine. 
June 2022.  
ALPHA THEATERS, Closed Theater Arenas.
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*Milestones are subject to changes and additions.

Phase 1-5, grow from 5000- 25,000+ Telegram users.

Completed: ALPHA COIN and website launch, Certik Audit, ALPHA CITY METAVERSE land 
purchased, NFTs, Coinmarketcap, and CoinGecko listings.

Yet to complete:

Marketing, prize giveaways, ALPHA CITY beta, Alpha Swap, release P2E Game, top tier 
exchange listings, private ALPHA CITY events, ALPHA Wallet beta, Unity (EZ) Swap full 
integration.

Conclusion
ALPHA is positioned to be the premier presence in 
the metaverse, with virtual real estate, events, 
and opportunities for users and investors alike. 
ALPHA COIN provides the economic infrastructure 
to power a city, and ALPHA CITY provides the 
incentive for successful utility in ALPHA COIN’s 
use, resulting in an entire ecosystem that 
promotes fun, interaction, year-round 
entertainment, social activities, and a real sense of 
community that is designed to endure for many 
years to come.

Our Road Map, Including Completed Goals

All Illustrations shown are for illustration purpose only.
Actual Alpha Ecosystem products / features may vary.

Image render from UNREAL ENGINE 5 game engine. 
July 2022.  
ALPHA CITY, Concept Futuristic Building Design, 
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